Elysium Healthcare
enhances patient
centricity by printing
less to do more

With over twenty locations across
the UK, Elysium Healthcare believe
in a patient centric approach to the
delivery of care and all aspects of
hospital life. The business and new
private healthcare brand launched
at the end of November 2016.

see more
Karlson conducted a free consultation and print audit in
October 2016, knowing that document security would be
a particularly vital consideration.
Justin De Vally, Director of IT, at Elysium Healthcare
comments,

“Having worked with Karlson before, I knew the
transformational value a vendor agnostic print
strategy could unlock within Elysium’s paper
related processes.”

In a world where paperless workplaces remain impractical, we help businesses achieve bespoke paper-lite
realities. While many organisations are overrun with waste, out of date technology and outmoded mindsets,
we are champions of change. Because when a business prints less, it can do more.

		 save more

Vasco Hill, project manager at Karlson UK comments,

Once selected as the print and document management
partner of choice, Karlson designed and managed a
bespoke solution to:

“Healthcare organisations are the gatekeepers
of a lot of the most sensitive and personal user
(aka patient) data out there. A lot of organisations
don’t realise how vulnerable this data can be
through networked printers and photocopiers.”

•	Upgrade Elysium’s entire print fleet (integrating any
newer machines purchased in 2015)
•	Reduce the number of machines across all sites from
272, down to 162 (which will increase as new hospital
sites become part of the group’s estate)
•	Reduce paper, toner and power waste
As a vendor agnostic solutions supplier, Karlson helped
Elysium’s IT team objectively realise that Kyocera
technology remained the best option for the refreshed
fleet; then recommended machines to complement each
hospital team’s differing needs.

Justin De Vally adds,

“With GDPR regulations looming, it’s reassuring
to know that we have already taken a
significant step to secure this element of
our internal data processes. With Karlson’s
help, we’re one step closer to data process
compliance, and living up to our patientcentric mantra in unseen but critical ways.”
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Steve Todd, Director at Karlson adds,

Starting in March 2017, the approved solution was up
and running in all sites within four months. Elysium have
access to the personal data of hundreds and thousands
of people, including current patients. So, it was an
organisational must for Karlson to create a solution that
would safeguard confidential information. Introducing
secure, follow me print functionality established
document and data security on the print network.

“It’s been brilliant to be able to take everything
we have learned over the years of working with
other large private healthcare providers and
apply what is now a robust standard operating
model for print and document processes
to Elysium. In addition to better document
security, the cost containment enabled by our
continuous improvement approach is great
for fast growing businesses like Elysium.”

We are helping organisations to become
paper-lite, modernising their technology and
thinking. We are encouraging businesses to
print less but to do more with their information.
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